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November 1, 2014
Dear Friends,
I am pleased and delighted to welcome you to the 2014 Literacy
for Life conference! This is one of my favorite days of the year
because members of the literacy community throughout the state
have chance to break out of the routine and get to know one
another, ask questions, learn, and share frustrations and
successes. I think there is great value in taking time to participate
in this type of activity. It is our opportunity to reinvigorate and
refresh ourselves so we can to go back to work with renewed
energy and great new ideas! Today's program is designed to
facilitate these exchanges with sessions for everyone, including
adult learners, tutors, teachers, trainers, board members, and
staff.
This past year saw the creation of Literacy New Jersey, a single
organization formed by the merger of LVNJ, LV-Burlington, LVGloucester, LV-Mercer, LV-Ocean, LV-Union, and Literacy
Programs of New Jersey. Now LV-Sussex and LV-West Hudson
have also merged with us. Our dedication to affiliate support has
absolutely not changed during this process. In fact we hope by
being a bigger and stronger organization we can be a more
powerful advocate on behalf of our network of programs, literacy
policy and our learners. We look forward to working with all of you
throughout the year.
A big thanks to Jessica Tomkins and Brenda Boylan for organizing
today's activities. It takes a lot of work to make a successful
conference!
Have a wonderful conference everybody!
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Conference Schedule
8:00—9:00

Registration and Continental Breakfast

9:15—10:45

Workshop Session 1

10:45—11:00 Break
11:00—12:30 Workshop Session 2
12:30—1:30

Lunch

1:30—2:30

General Session

2:30—2:45

Break

2:45—4:15

Workshop Session 3

Thank you for supporting Literacy for Life!
Our thanks to Townsend Press, Labyrinth Publications, USCIS Newark
District, and American College of Physicians for donating materials to
our resource tables, to LINCS and ProLiteracy for
contributing to the conference program, and to
Wegmans for supplying a door prize. We appreciate
your support!

Literacy NJ staff and board
members have blue name tags. Say
hello and tell us what you think of
the conference!
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Erik Jacobson
"Problem Solving in Technology Rich Environments"
Erik Jacobson is an Associate Professor in the Early Childhood, Elementary
and Literacy Education Department of Montclair State University. He is also
a board member of the New Jersey Association for Lifelong Learning. Over
the course of his career in adult education he has been an educator, a
researcher and a professional development consultant. His book, Adult
Education in the Age of New Literacies, addresses the ways adult
education has been impacted by changes in technology and explores how
learners and teachers can take advantage of newly developing resources.
The most recent Programme for the International Assessment of Adult
Competencies (PIAAC) evaluates literacy, numeracy and a new construct - problem solving in technology-rich
environments. PIAAC defines this as the ability of adults to use digital technologies and information tools to
evaluate information, communicate with others and perform practical tasks. Dr. Jacobson will discuss how this
concept is relevant to lesson planning, program development and advocacy.

Awards Agenda
WELCOME
Perrine Robinson-Geller
President, Literacy New Jersey Board of Trustees

GUEST SPEAKER
Erik Jacobson
Associate Professor, Montclair State University

PRESENTATION OF AWARDS
2014 Award for Volunteer Excellence
Josh Lucchesi
Literacy Volunteers Association Cape-Atlantic

2014 Award for Tutor Excellence
Daniel Koellhoffer
Literacy Volunteers of Monmouth County

Alice M. Leppert Award for Outstanding Affiliate Achievement
Literacy Volunteers of Somerset County

2014 Award for Student Excellence
Carine Deye
Literacy NJ Union County Programs

Alice M. Leppert Award for Outstanding Affiliate Achievement
Presented to

Literacy Volunteers of
Somerset County
In 2013, LV-Somerset began offering ESOL
Conversation Groups for the first time.
They have quickly built a model program
that has been well attended and very
effective for students. Conversation Groups
give ESOL learners the opportunity to
practice their English language conversation skills in a safe and nurturing environment.
Weekly sessions are centered on a pre-determined topic such as financial literacy, workplace
skills, or interacting in the community. Special groups have been offered, such as one focused
on health topics and another specifically for women.
Conversation Groups are offered three times a year for twelve-week sessions. Weekly
sessions last 1.5 hours for up to 15 learners per group. LVSC received funding from various
sources to support running the program, advertise the program to learners, create formal
training materials, produce handouts, and recruit and train volunteers to be group leaders. By
collaborating with local libraries, a local church, and working with volunteers, they can offer the
Conversation Group free of charge to
They have quickly built a model
participants.

program that has been well
By all factors considered, LVSC’s
Conversation Groups have been very
attended and very effective for
effective and successful. They have
expanded the number of groups offered students.
to include groups at five locations.
Retention is high; most participants sign up for subsequent sessions. Eight tutors have
become group leaders and have indicated high levels of enthusiasm and satisfaction leading
the groups. Many have said they enjoy the challenge and energy of a group compared to one
to one tutoring. At the close of the first session of the Women to Women group they conducted
a brief survey of the participants in attendance. All rated the program as either Very Helpful
(85%) or Helpful (15%). They also were given the opportunity to comment on what they liked
about the program and what they would like to see done differently next time. This information
will help LVSC plan and improve subsequent sessions of the program. Based on the popularity
and success of the project, they are adding two new Conversation Groups later this fall.
We are proud to recognize LV-Somerset for their commitment to growing and enhancing
services to their community.

Award for Volunteer Excellence
Presented to

Josh Lucchesi
Literacy Volunteers Association of
Cape-Atlantic
Josh Lucchesi participates actively in all of LVA CapeAtlantic’s activities. He is an active fundraiser, donor, and
board member.
Josh is very savvy in the world of IT. He enabled the
entire office to be WiFi accessible. When they have
computer problems, he’s their first call. He created and continues to reinvent LVA CapeAtlantic’s web site, resulting in a much more engaging and compelling site. He actively utilizes
social media on their behalf. He creatively updated a brochure that was five years out of date,
creating something that looks professional and current to hand out to the public. Josh also
purchased market bags with the LVA name and logo on them to increase visibility. These are
handed out during a flea market,
Josh’s innovations on the website and
during volunteer and student
recognition events, and are
with social media have made the
distributed with brochures inside to
organization's information more
prospective volunteers and
supporters.
impactful.
Josh Lucchesi worked with the
program director to put in place a system for reporting hours through the website and monthly enewsletters with one click of the mouse. This innovation has been copied by other affiliates. He
introduced an incentive program for tutors to encourage prompt reporting of hours and
accomplishments each month. Josh is purchasing two tickets to upcoming events that can be
won in a drawing. Tutors are entered into the drawing each time they report hours or goals.
Josh Lucchesi truly brings his time, talent and treasure to LVA Cape-Atlantic. As an added
bonus, he often also involves his wife, Sandy. Josh’s innovations on the website and with social
media have made the organization's information more impactful. He is unassuming, but he’s
always available to work, to advise, to donate and to support. He gets the job done.
We are proud to present the 2014 Volunteer Excellence Award to Josh Lucchesi in recognition
of his generous donation of time and talents to support adult literacy.

Award for Tutor Excellence
Presented to

Daniel Koellhoffer
Literacy Volunteers of Monmouth County

Daniel Koellhoffer has been an ESL tutor with LV Monmouth for the
past six years. During that time he has addressed the English
literacy needs of immigrants in Monmouth County by offering
classes in conversational English and U.S. Citizenship Preparation.
Daniel provides a safe environment where his students feel
welcome, important, and free to make mistakes while learning. He
always takes the time to get to know his students, the things they like and miss about their native
countries, what they like about the U.S., and what they need to know to become fully functioning
members of their communities or U.S. citizens.
There is never a dull moment in Daniel’s classes. They practice a lot of English speaking, share
details about each other’s cultures and countries,
There is never a dull moment
watch movie trailers and videos, and learn
vocabulary, grammar, idioms, and history facts. At in Daniel’s classes.
the end of every summer class he invites them and
their families to a potluck party with his famous
sausage and peppers and mock-tails.
Daniel was not hindered when the college's schedule meant that he would lose his classroom.
There was a recently constructed band-shell outside the college and he simply set up class there,
hauling furniture, materials, and snacks every Saturday, rain or shine. When the weather
became hot Daniel got permission from the local fire station to move his classes there.
Daniel is one of our biggest advocates for adult literacy. He attends tutor in-services and
workshops and the annual Literacy for Life conference. He is available to help other ESL tutors
and has offered student workshops in “How to Get a Job.” Daniel has been very generous in
obtaining donations from his employer for the annual fundraising dinner and assists with other
fundraising and recruitment efforts.
We are proud to present Daniel with this award in recognition of his continuing commitment to
adult literacy and his ability to engage his students in the joy of learning!

Award for Student Excellence
Presented to

Carine Deye
Literacy New Jersey
Union County Programs
Carine Deye entered the literacy program as a beginner
ESOL student who spoke very little English. Carine worked
diligently with her tutor to improve her listening, speaking,
reading and writing skills. During the two years they worked
together, Carine was given three reassessment tests, and each
time she improved her score significantly. The test measured
improvement in vocabulary, grammar and pronunciation skills. Each test required an
understanding of increasingly more difficult subject matter. In the course of two years she
continued to advance until she completed the ESOL program.
Carine then enrolled in our GED program and by June of the same year she took the GED
exam, passing all five parts (math, essay writing, reading comprehension, social studies and
science) on the first try. She then studied for and obtained certification as a Certified Nursing
Assistant. Her next goal is to apply to college with the intention of becoming a registered nurse.
Given all she had gained from the
program, Carine decided that she Carine learned something each step of
wanted to give back in some way.
the way that allowed her to achieve her
First, she came to speak with a
next goal.
prospective funder about the
wonderful opportunities she had with our organization, and what an important service our tutors
provided. Then she decided to become a literacy tutor herself, and enrolled in Literacy NJ’s
fifteen hour tutor training program. She received her certificate in September 2014 and is
starting as an assistant in an ongoing class of students from her native country of Haiti.
Carine was an exceptionally motivated and enthusiastic student. She worked tirelessly with her
tutor every week to achieve one goal after another. Carine tells us that she learned something
each step of the way that allowed her to achieve her next goal, and that she now feels she can
be independent. She was the ideal student, taking advantage of every opportunity provided to
her, and finding all the success we could have hoped for her.
We are very proud to present Carine Deye with the 2014 Student Excellence Award and wish
her all the best as she continues to pursue her goals.

Workshop Descriptions
Session One 9:15 - 10:45
Using the English Dictionary
Room 123
Looking up a word on the internet may not tell you all
you need to know about the word. Many words have
more than one definition. Some words may be used
as a verb or a noun. This session will help you
determine correct usage. We will also study the
abbreviations used in the dictionary.
Tim Fogler, Literacy NJ - Middlesex County Programs
Target Audience: Adult Learners

Dyslexia: Making it Personal
Room 122
This interactive simulation gives firsthand knowledge
about challenges and frustrations faced by people
with this language-based learning disability. The brief
overview to follow will give you the facts and help to
dispel some persistent myths and misconceptions.
You'll experience what dyslexia is like - and
understand it like never before.
Mark Brugger, Norma Francullo, & Diane Taranto,
Learning Ally
General Audience

Teaching Adult English Learners Who
Are Emergent Readers
Room 214/215
This highly interactive workshop outlines foundational
principles for teaching reading to emergent readers
through demonstration, discussion, and application to
practice. Participants will take away many practical
ideas they can implement in their instruction
immediately.
Susan Finn-Miller, Lancaster-Lebanon Intermediate
Unit 13
Target Audience: ESOL Tutors, Teachers & Trainers

iTeach ESL: Using Smart Phones &
Tablets to Enhance Learning
Room 217

Strategies for Teaching Comprehension
Room 116
By utilizing prior knowledge and internalizing the text,
students can become purposeful, active readers. This
interactive workshop enables tutors to teach students
ways to achieve comprehension through connecting
with the text, visualization, questioning, inferring, and
synthesizing. Each strategy will be modeled by the
presenter and the workshop participants.
Joanne Cooney, Literacy NJ - Ocean County
Programs
Target Audience: Tutors, Teachers & Trainers

Tips & Techniques for Encouraging
New Writers
Room 213
This workshop will focus on ways to provide effective
writing instruction for adult literacy students. We will
discuss tips and techniques for encouraging new
learners to write and how to help them become more
proficient writers. Participants will practice writing
exercises they can use with their students.
Perrine Robinson-Geller, Literacy NJ
Target Audience: Tutors, Teachers & Trainers

Public Speaking for Educators
Auditorium
Have you ever taken the time to evaluate your
presentation skills? Have you ever asked your
trainees or students to evaluate your presentation
style? During this workshop tutors and trainers will
practice presenting information to an audience
flawlessly by eliminating filler words, which often
interrupt the flow of messages. This workshop will
help you to present information to your audience in a
clear and succinct manner.
Darnelle Richardson, Jersey City Literacy Program
Target Audience: Tutors, Teachers, & Trainers

Decoding Strategies for Literacy
Development (Part One)
Room 216

iTeach ESL will equip tutors with hands-on information
about apps, websites, podcasts, blogs and other social
media helpful for tutoring. If you have a device that can
go online and you have used it for anything beyond
making a phone call, you are ready for this workshop!
Please bring your smart phone, tablet, or other device
to the session.

Participants will learn powerful strategies in
developing essential skills necessary for strong
fluency and comprehension. These strategies rapidly
improve grapheme-phonemic awareness, decoding,
vocabulary and spelling. By utilizing a logical
approach, older learners are able to “break the
code” of the English Language.

Denise Arlaus, LV-Pascack Valley
Target Audience: ESOL Tutors, Teachers & Trainers

Matt Crismon, Reading Horizons
Target Audience: Tutors, Teachers, & Trainers

Board Members as Community
Ambassadors
Room 117

Activities that Work for ESOL
Conversation Groups
Room 213

Believe it or not, the most important part of a board
member's job is NOT accomplished at the board
meeting. The real important work begins once the
board meeting is over and the board member
becomes the organziation's ambassador. Just what
does this mean and how do you go about doing it?
What are the benefits that will derive from your
efforts? This workshop will focus on best practices for
board members in the areas of raising visibility,
identifying and recruiting volunteers, raising needed
funding and spreading the word about our educational
programs.

In this session, the presenters will share materials,
activities, and resources that worked well in their
different ESOL Conversation Groups. In addition to
improving the listening and speaking skills of
students in a cultural context, participants will
explore the use of conversation as a tool to enhance
all language skills. Participants are encouraged to
bring their own successful lesson activities to share
with the group.

Les Loysen, Loysen Consulting
Target Audience: Board/Staff

Session Two 11:00 - 12:30
Public Speaking 101
Auditorium
Are you afraid of speaking in public? Come and share
your experiences. If you are afraid to speak because
your nerves usually take control of your body, your
palms become wet, you stammer or forget what you
wanted to say, this workshop is definitely for you. In a
fun and engaging way, you will learn how to build your
self-confidence and improve your communication
skills even if English is not your first language.
Darnelle Richardson, Jersey City Literacy Program
General Audience

Naturalization Information Session
Room 116
During this session, USCIS (US Citizenship and
Immigration Services) will provide an overview of the
Naturalization eligibility and filing requirements. They
will also share information regarding the
Naturalization interview and Oath Ceremony. USCIS
will provide helpful tips regarding Customer Service
Tools and the Unauthorized Practice of Immigration
Law (UPIL) initiative.
Kelly Ayala, USCIS—Newark District
General Audience

Jacqueline Simon, Rider University (Retired)
Joan Jobbins, Bridgewater-Raritan Regional School
District (Retired)
Target Audience: ESOL Tutors, Teachers, &
Trainers

Digitally Enhanced Tutoring
Room 217
Learn how digital tools can enhance your tutoring
sessions and improve student motivation. Gain
hands-on experience with integrating technological
and collaborative tools at the moment of learning to
support student performance. Participants will have
access to computers and are encouraged to bring
any devices they currently use in tutoring (i.e.
laptops, smartphones, tablets, etc.). Minimal
computer and internet experience necessary.
Elizabeth Allen, Drexel University
Target Audience: Tutors, Teachers, & Trainers

From Stress to Success: Solving Math
Word Problems
Room 117
Math word problems are a source of anxiety for
students. In this workshop, we will examine teaching
strategies and classroom activities that draw on
students' own experiences, engage students in
active reading and problem solving, alleviate stress,
and make math accessible and fun. These
strategies and activities are appropriate for
beginning, intermediate, and advanced math
students.
Todd Evans, ProLiteracy
Target Audience: Tutors, Teachers, & Trainers

Program Leader Roundtable
Room 123
Join your fellow Executive and Program Directors to
share current initiatives, discuss successes and
challenges, and exchange ideas for collaboration
between network partners.
Elizabeth Gloeggler, Literacy NJ
Target Audience: Staff

Using Music to Enhance
Higher Order Thinking Skills
Room 122
Do your students struggle with locating the main idea
and other reading comprehension skills? Do they lack
the passion for reading? If so, join us for a session
which will provide you with an alternative approach to
teaching these skills. Music can help shape students'
understanding of the reading process and make it
more enjoyable. Some topics that will be covered
include (1) locating the main idea and supporting
details and (2) focusing on literary writings and
identifying musical selections that correspond to
theme, character, settings, etc. Participants will be
involved in demonstrations of these strategies.
Joseph Caniglia, Hudson County Community College
Target Audience: Tutors, Teachers, & Trainers

An Apple a Day...Understanding
Nutrition Labels
Room 231
Do you ever have trouble reading the nutrition labels
on the food you buy? This workshop will offer you
some suggestions to use with your students to help
them understand how to read food labels. The goal is
to help them make healthy choices and plan healthy
meals. Many hands-on activities will be part of this
presentation.
Vivian OKrepky, Literacy NJ
Target Audience: Tutors, Teachers, & Trainers

Decoding Strategies for Literacy
Development (Part Two)
Room 216
Participants will learn powerful strategies in
developing essential skills necessary for strong
fluency and comprehension. These strategies rapidly
improve grapheme-phonemic awareness, decoding,
vocabulary and spelling. By utilizing a logical

approach, older learners are able to “break the
code” of the English Language.
Matt Crismon, Reading Horizons
Target Audience: Tutors, Teachers, &Trainers

Session Three 2:45 - 4:15
Student Roundtable
Room 123
Come and meet fellow students from throughout
the state. Everyone will have a chance to share
their success stories and challenges. We will talk
about ways that students can take leadership
roles in their local literacy programs.
Brenda Boylan, Literacy NJ
Target Audience: Adult Learners

The Promises of Adult Education
and the Realities of the Workforce
Room 216
In recent times, governments and advocacy
organizations alike have argued that the key
return on investment in adult literacy learners is a
better-educated workforce. Framed this way,
outcome measures for adult literacy programs
focus on workforce participation and economic
gains made by individual learners. This workshop
will call into question this model and highlight
often ignored economic realities of adult
education. Participants in the workshop will be
asked to discuss the implications of this for
program development and advocacy.
Erik Jacobson, Montclair State University
General Audience

Pronunciation: Music of English
Room 213
Learning to speak a language involves many
elements. It can be an exciting and frustrating
experience. This workshop will explore beyond
the sounds of language. It will include practical
and enjoyable activities using the language
patterns that help create the music of English.
Elizabeth Wilk, Literacy NJ
Target Audience: ESOL Tutors, Teachers, &
Trainers

Teaching Vocabulary: Practical,
Research-based Approaches to
Instruction
Room 214/215
This interactive workshop will engage teachers in
describing essential components of vocabulary and
what it means to know a word, determining which
words are important to teach, evaluating
approaches to vocabulary instruction, developing
effective vocabulary lessons, and planning ways to
support learners to learn vocabulary
independently. Teachers will take away many
practical ideas for teaching vocabulary effectively.
Susan Finn-Miller, Lancaster-Lebanon
Intermediate Unit13
Target Audience: ESOL Tutors, Teachers, &
Trainers

Teaching Math with Facebook and
Educreations
Room 217
Technology is becoming more prominent in today’s
classrooms. Students use computers, tablets, and
smart boards while learning. In mathematics, these
tools can be useful for teachers to engage students
and strengthen communication. Instructors can
utilize Facebook combined with applications like
Educreations to transform an iPad into a
recordable whiteboard. Lessons can be accessed
by students on any computer or iPad with internet
access. At the end of the session, participants will
be able to use this application and have the
opportunity to experiment and leave with a sample.
Claudia Delgado, Hudson County Community
College
Target Audience: Tutors, Teachers, & Trainers

Formula for Success with
Reading Disabilities
Room 117
With Dyslexia, the main barrier for a learner is
being able to translate text into meaningful content
- but the path towards overcoming this barrier is
not singular. There are multiple elements, each
with unique characteristics, that when put together
can set your student on the path towards
achievement and success. This session will
address three key elements of a comprehensive
program - evidence-based reading intervention,
assistive technology, and the tips and tools needed
to enhance self-advocacy. The speakers will

demonstrate live use of audio-book technology
from Learning Ally on computer and mobile
devices.
Mark Brugger, Norma Francullo, & Diane Taranto,
Learning Ally
Target Audience: Tutors, Teachers, & Trainers

Poetry Like Bread: Using Poetry to
Increase Reading Comprehension
Room 122
Following Roque Dalton's dictum that "poetry, like
bread, is for everyone," the presenter will
demonstrate how to use poetry as a tool to
improve reading comprehension and recall. The
presenter will provide a brief background about the
levels of reading comprehension and provide
samples of accessible poetry and a hands-on
demonstration of how to create basic
comprehension and critical thinking questions.
Lauren Schmidt, Passaic County Community
College
Target Audience: Tutors, Teachers, & Trainers

Designing Tutor In-Service
Room 116
Literacy NJ tutor training is an introduction to
collaborative adult education. Come to this session
to learn more about how to develop a plan for inservice tutor training sessions that broaden the
scope and value of what volunteers learn in their
initial training. In small groups you will design an in
-service training module.
Connie Schwein, Literacy NJ
Target Audience: Board, Staff, & Trainers

Daniel Scibienski, our very
popular conference presenter, is
not on this year’s program for the
best of reasons: Dan and his wife
& daughter recently welcomed a
new baby boy into their family.

Congratulations to Dan
and his family!

NJALL 2015 Annual Conference
SAVE THE DATE
April 24, 2015
Warner Student Life Center - Brookdale Community College
765 Newman Springs Road, Lincroft, NJ 07738

NJALL Webinars
Each fall and spring, NJALL hosts a series of free webinars for adult literacy educators. Visit their website at njall.org to register.
Upcoming webinars:
November 18
3:00 - 4:00 PM
Teaching Science Using Free Online Videos
Presenter: David J. Rosen, Newsome Associates
A national group of adult education science teachers has recently created a comprehensive list of free online science instruction
videos suitable for adult learners, and has reviewed some of the videos. We will look at these resources, evaluate science videos,
and discuss using science videos in traditional and flipped classrooms.
November 21
2:00 - 3:00 PM
Ready, Set, Write! Going Deeper
(Co-Sponsored by WE LEARN)
Presenter: Geraldine Cannon Becker, WE LEARN
As hard as it may be for writers to get started writing, it is often just as difficult to wrap up the process. In the Ready, Set,
Write: Going Deeper webinar, we will show participants how to look for key words and cue phrases in their writing draft, which is a
work in progress--words and phrases that might help the writer build to a statement of significance for the end of the essay and
create a corresponding title for the finished work.
December 2
3:00 - 4:00 PM
Improving Persistence with Socially Relevant Instruction
(Co- Sponsored by World Education)
Presenter: Cynthia Peters, World Education
In this interactive session, participants will see lessons that teach basic skills and boost attendance. Research shows that students
persist when instruction is rooted in socially relevant content. Explore a wide range of themes (from voting to fashion) and discover
how to provide an empowering and motivating context for learning.

The New Jersey Association for Lifelong Learning is a professional association that encourages the
growth and development of lifelong learning and lifelong learners in the state of New Jersey.
njall.org

Literacy NJ Programs & Affiliates
Jersey City Literacy Program
(201) 547-4518
www.jclibrary.org/departments/
literacy
LVA-Cape Atlantic, Inc.
Pleasantville
(609) 383-3377
www.lvacapeatlantic.org
LV-Bethany
Bethany Baptist Church
973-623-8161
www.bethany-newark.org
LV-Bergenfield
Bergenfield Public Library
(201) 387-4040
www.bergenfield.bccls.org
Literacy NJ- Burlington Co.
Willingboro
(609) 877-5566
literacynj.org
LV-Camden County
Camden County Library
Voorhees
(856) 772-1636
lva.camden.lib.nj.us
LV-Englewood Library
Englewood Library
(201) 568-2215
www.englewoodlibrary.org/
LVA Essex-Passaic
Bloomfield Public Library
(973) 566-6200
www.lvanewark.org
Literacy NJ- Gloucester
Co.
Woodbury Child
Development Center
(856) 218-4743
literacynj.org

Hunterdon Helpline Literacy
Services
Flemington
(800) 272-4630
www.helplinehc.org
Literacy NJ- Mercer County
Hamilton
(609) 587-6027
www.mercerliteracy.org

LV-Morris County
Morristown
(973) 984-1998
www.lvamorris.org
Literacy NJ- Ocean County
Ocean County College
Toms River
(732) 864-9646
literacynj.org

Literacy NJ– Middlesex Co.
Metuchen
(732) 906-5456
literacynj.org

LV-Pascack Valley
Westwood Public Library
(201) 664-7597
http://
westwoodpubliclibrary.weebly.com

LV-Monmouth County
Brookdale Community College
Long Branch
(732) 571-0209
www.lvmonmouthnj.org

Literacy NJ- Union County
Roselle
(908) 486-1777
literacynj.org
LV-Salem/Cumberland Co.
Gateway CAP
Bridgeton
(856) 497-6645
www.gatewaycap.org
LV-Somerset County
People Care Center
Bridgewater
(908) 725-5430
www.literacysomerset.org
Literacy NJ- Sussex County
Newtown
(973) 300-9444
literacynj.org
Literacy NJ- West Hudson
Kearny
(201) 998-3336
literacynj.org
Project Literacy of Bergen Co.
Hackensack
(201) 489-7066
www.project-literacy.org

Conference Center Floor Plan

